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Introduction to Particle Therapy

Tumor Treatment with Radiotherapy

- Mainly photons and electrons
- Useful for ~65% of all cancer patients 

(localized tumors), together with surgery
- Sophisticated imaging (CT), 

superimposition of several beams, 
computed optimization and multi-leaves 
collimators (IMRT)

- Not so expensive and reliable

DOSE RELEASED 
more CONFORMAL to 

the TUMOR volume

…BUT…
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Radiotherapy: Dose Deposition
…BUT the energy release is not sparing healthy tissues.

RT: dose distribution
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Dose =
dEabs

dm

1. INTRODUCTION

The application of high-energy beams of heavy charged particles to radiotherapy was first 

considered  in 1946  when  Robert  R.  Wilson  investigated  the  depth-dose  characteristics  of 

proton beams [1]. Since more than twenty years irradiation with charged particles[2], mainly 

protons, has been introduced as an alternative  to  the  traditional  therapy  with  X  rays and in 

the last decade the use of  light ions (Z<10) beam has been introduced for the cancer treatment, 

in particular carbon ions with kinetic energy of ~300 MeV/nucleon.[3,4]

The  beam  made  of  protons  or  carbons  are 

particularly suited for radiotherapy due to their 

favorable  depth  profile  of  the  released  dose: 

their maximum energy density is released at the 

Bragg peak, at the end of their range, in contrast 

with X-rays or  !-rays,  which are absorbed by 

the body and show an exponential decrease in 

the  radiation  dose  with  increasing  tissue 

depth[5,6]. As  shown  in  Fig.1  this  dose 

deposition  pattern  can  be  very  effective  in 

killing  the  tumor  and  sparing  the  adjacent 

healthy tissues in comparison to the standard X 

ray  performance.  Since  the  Bragg  peak  for 

protons and light ions is very narrow, beams of 

different energies have to be superimposed to produce a spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) that 

covers the whole tumor region. 

The carbon beams have reduced  lateral  scattering  of  carbons  compared  with  protons[7,8], 

which leads to a further improvement in the dose distribution to the target area. On the other 

hand the fragmentation of the carbon beam in the path to the tumor region deteriorates the 

beam  purity,  producing  long  range  lighter  fragments[9,10,11].  An  important  advantage  of 

carbon with respect to the proton is its enhanced radiobiological effects on tissues. The relative 

biological  effectiveness  of  charged  particles 

(RBE: ratio of X-ray and particle dose producing 

the same biological  effect[12])  increases   with 

the particle  ionization density,  or linear energy 

transfer.  For  carbon  beam  the   peak  of  RBE 

coincides  with  the  Bragg  maximum,  and  this 

synergy  gives  the  possibility  of  an  higher 

conformity  of  the  deposited  biological  dose 

(physical  dose  times  RBE)  to  the  tumor 

volume[13,14,15].  In  Fig.2  are  shown  the 

different shape of biological dose release for X 

rays and carbon on a clinical case. 

The  aforementioned  features  of  the  charged 

beam with energies between 200 MeV/nucleon 

and  400  MeV/nucleon  makes  this  tecnique  particularly  suited  to  give  an  effective  dose 

extremely conformal to the tumor region and to spare eventual organs at risk surrounding the 

treatment volume. 

The Particle Therapy Cooperative Group (PTCOG)[16] constantly monitors the centers and the 

patients  they treat.  According to their most recent update 20 centers in the world use high 

energy protons to treat deep tumors, and three use 12C ions. In total, about 5,000 patients have 

been treated with 12C ions, and 50,000 with protons. 

From the geographical point of view these centers are concentrated in Europe, United States, 

. Fig.1 Dose distribution for X rays, protons 
and carbons

. Fig. 2 Different dose distribution of X rays 
and carbon

The dose is released in all the tissues crossed by the photons

Single Field Dose comparison 

The dose distribution of the RT 
implies a large, and unwanted, dose 
absorption to the healthy tissues..

Dose =
dEabs

dm
[Gray]

The RT dose distribution implies a large 
and unwanted dose delivered to healthy 
tissues.
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Tumor treatment in EU
Many tumors are not treated…
✤ Anatomy does not permit surgery
✤ Radioresistant tumors 
✤ Tumor position close to  

Organs At Risk (OAR)
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Tumor treatment in EU
Many tumors are not treated…
✤ Anatomy does not permit surgery
✤ Radioresistant tumors 
✤ Tumor position close to  

Organs At Risk (OAR)
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…BUT PHYSICS CAN HELP (Wilson 1964)

									depth	(mm)

CHARGED	PARTICLES	(HADRONS)		
ENERGY	LOSS	in	MATTER
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Particle Therapy
✤ Hadron beams (p, 12C, 16O, 4He..)
✤ Highest dose release  

(Bragg peak) at the end of the 
particle range, sparing normal 
tissues

✤ Particle range function of the beam 
energy and density of crossed 
material

✤ Dose decrease rapidly after the BP
✤ Several pencil beams can be 

combined in order to “shape” the 
maximum dose release region  
=> Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP)

BP

SOBP

Localized Dose Distribution
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Particle Therapy: Dose Deposition
12C (PT) The dose deposition can be 

very conformal to the tumor 
volume both for PT and RT, 
but with PT healthy tissues 

and critical organs 
are better saved.

6

IMRTvs
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Particle Therapy: Dose Deposition
12C (PT) The dose deposition can be 

very conformal to the tumor 
volume both for PT and RT, 
but with PT healthy tissues 

and critical organs 
are better saved.
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IMRTvs

PT pencil beam scanning
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Particle Therapy: Treatment
✤ p: 50 - 250 MeV
✤ 12C: 80 - 400 MeV/u
✤ Total Dose: 20 - 70 Gy
✤ Treatment delivered in 2 Gy fractions 

=> 4R:

8

Reoxygenation
Redistribution
Repopulation
Repair

G1

G1
S	(synthesis)

M	(mitosis)
G2
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Radiations: Biological Damage

LET =
�E

�x
(keV/µm)

The Linear Energy Transfer (LET) gives an 
estimation of the radiation biological damage  

✤ Indirect Action: by free radicals 
✤ Direct Action: the radiation breaks directly 

the DNA helix (SSB, DSB)

Lesion complexity 

Lesions can be repairable or non-

repairable 

High-LET radiation produces 

more non-repairable lesions 

Hypoxic cells are more radio-

resistant than well oxygenated 

cells for low-LET radiation 

Oxygen Enhancement Ratio 

RBE as a function of particle energy / LET 

Indirect 
Action

Direct Action

9

Directly related to the DNA damage:

Cells are able to repair DNA damages 
induced by radiations, EXCEPT for DSB. 
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PT allows the use of higher LET 
particles with respect to photons 
(RT) inducing more direct DNA 
damages:
✤ high RBE
✤ not sensitive to oxygen => 

same effect on hypoxic/well 
oxygenated tumor regions

RBE =
D�

Dch
|iso

✤ Relative Biological Effectiveness

PT: Biological Damage

10

PT has a higher radiobiological 
effectiveness with respect to RT. 

R
BE

LET (KeV/µm)

p
C
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Particle Therapy: features
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- Proton: Reduced fragmentation!

- Carbon: Reduced Multiple Scattering

PT: dose distribution
The dose distribution depends also from the 
type of the beam. 12C ion and proton beams, 
for example, have different characteristics:

FUTURE BEAMS

Helium!

- less MS than p !

- reduced 

fragmentation 

compared to C;!
Oxygen!

-  hight RBE         !
(ipoxit or strongly 

radioresistent tumors)

Th.$Haberer,$GSI$Report$94409,$1994$

MS

✤ Charged particles suffer 
multiple scattering 
=> lateral beam spread 
(∝ Zmat, (pβc)-1, √x)

p

12C

1122-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei



Th.$Haberer,$GSI$Report$94409,$1994$

MS

✤ Particles with A > 1 
undergo nuclear 
fragmentation => BP tail

Particle Therapy: features
✤ Charged particles suffer 

multiple scattering 
=> lateral beam spread 
(∝ Zmat, (pβc)-1, √x)
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Th.$Haberer,$GSI$Report$94409,$1994$

MS

✤ Particles with Z > 1 
undergo by nuclear 
fragmentation => BP tail

Particle Therapy: features
✤ Charged particles suffer 

multiple scattering 
=> lateral beam spread 
(∝ Zmat, (pβc)-1, √x)

✤ PT is more expensive than 
RT: the beam delivery is a 
complex work of 
engineering 

CNAO synchrotron

13

42 CHAPTER 2. RADIOTHERAPY AND HADRONTHERAPY

represents an expensive and a very challenging work of engineering. The first ro-
tating isocentric gantry system for heavy ions was built at HIT center (Heidelberg,
sketched in Figure 2.16) and is in operation for both protons and carbon ions since
late 2012.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.16: (a) HIT gantry treatment room 3D drawing. (b) Gantry view from the accel-
erator room. With its 13 m diameter, 25 m length and 670 tons of weight (compared to the
usual 100÷120 tons of proton gantries) this is the largest gantry ever built. Figure (a) From
HIT website [31], Figure (b) courtesy of University Hospital Heidelberg.

Treatment of moving targets

So far organ irradiation with scanned beams has been carried out only in areas
that could be immobilized by external aids. In these cases the target can be assumed
to be still and the uncertainties due to patient motion (e.g. by breathing) are negli-
gible. The patient needs, however, to be immobilized with masks, belts or special
frames, in order to take advantage of the highly conformal dose deposition. This
procedure can be problematic if the target organ is in the abdomen or in the thorax,
where breathing motion or pressure related problems (e.g. bladder) are unavoidable.
Moreover motion patterns are in general complex even though in the upper abdom-
inal region are mostly translational. This can lead to variation in the radiological
path length of the target voxels, that for hadrontherapy result in a high impact on
the quality of the treatment, since Bragg peak is shifted accordingly to such varia-
tion, as shown in Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18. Conventional radiotherapy does not

HIT gantry
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Particle Therapy in the World
More than 50 PT facilities and 
others under construction, 
more than 100000 patients 
treated…

…But only a 0.3% with 
respect to the 34% of RT.

PT in Italy
✤ CATANA - Catania
✤ CNAO - Pavia
✤ ATreP - Trento

14

Treatment uncertainties in Ion 

Beam Therapy
Radiotherapy
Medical radioisotope production
Particle Therapy
Synchrotron radiation sources
NP and HEP reserch accelerators
Ion implanters and surface modification
Accelerators in industry
Accelerators in non-nuclear research
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1) EXPENSIVE: produce 
accelerated hadrons is much 
more complex than photons!

PT => NOT so diffused
Radiotherapy 

34%

Particle Therapy 
0.3%

Accelerators in the World 
(Total number ~ 18.000)  

(Update from W.H. Scharf and W. Wieszczycka, 2002) 

Use of world 
accelerators
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Treatment uncertainties in Ion 

Beam Therapy
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Treatment uncertainties in ion beam therapy 

Difference TP / delivery  

! Daily setup variations 

! Internal organ motion 

! Anatomical / physiological changes  

TPS dose calculation errors  

! Inhomogeneities, metallic implants 

Daily practice of compromising 

dose conformality for safe delivery 

!  Conversion HU in ion range  

!  CT artifacts 

After Enghardt 2005 

- Inhomogeneities, metallic implants!
- Conversion HU ion range!
- CT artifacts

• TPS dose calculation errors

- Daily setup variation!
- Internal organ motion!
- Anatomical/physiological changes

• Difference TP/ delivery

• Daily practice of compromising 
dose conformity for safe delivery

Courtesy of K.Parodi

Tumor

Range Monitoring

Why it is so crucial to monitor the beam range in PT? 
It is like firing with a precision rifle!

1522-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

Need for On-line Range Verification

• Steep slope after Bragg Peak makes ion therapy susceptible for range errors
• Today: In-beam PET after irradiation
• Future: On-line beam monitoring desired
• Approach: Prompt gammas emitted during ion therapy

Density effect on x-ray and carbon ion dose distribution
HZDR, https://www.hzdr.de/db/Cms?pOid=11326&pNid=158

Prompt gammas emitted during ion therapy used for online beam monitoring
http://medicalphysicsweb.org/cws/article/research/49909

26/07/2016

4/15

A Spectroscopic Study of Prompt Gamma Emission for Online Range Verification in
Proton Therapy

Laurent Kelleter

A	li.le	density	
mismatch	=>	
sensible	change	
in	dose	release



Treatment uncertainties in Ion 

Beam Therapy
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Treatment uncertainties in ion beam therapy 

Difference TP / delivery  

! Daily setup variations 

! Internal organ motion 

! Anatomical / physiological changes  

TPS dose calculation errors  

! Inhomogeneities, metallic implants 

Daily practice of compromising 

dose conformality for safe delivery 

!  Conversion HU in ion range  

!  CT artifacts 

After Enghardt 2005 

- Inhomogeneities, metallic implants!
- Conversion HU ion range!
- CT artifacts

• TPS dose calculation errors

- Daily setup variation!
- Internal organ motion!
- Anatomical/physiological changes

• Difference TP/ delivery

• Daily practice of compromising 
dose conformity for safe delivery

Courtesy of K.Parodi

Tumor

Range Monitoring

Why it is so crucial to monitor the beam range in PT? 
It is like firing with a precision rifle!

16

INTER-FRACTIONAL 
MONITORING
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How to monitor the released dose

Which ones to choose for 
monitoring?

Different secondary 
particles are produced.

An ideal PT monitor device:
✤ Must rely on secondary products 

generated by the beam that come out 
from the patient to spot the dose release 
position

✤ Should measure the dose shape and 
absolute value to check the agreement 
between the planned target volume and 
the actually irradiated volume

✤ The measurement should be done 
during the treatment (on-line)

✤ Must be able to deal with other 
secondaries that act like background

In conventional RT (photons) the beam crosses the patient body 
while in PT the beam is absorbed inside the patient!

1722-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei



Secondary Products: PET-𝛾, Prompt-𝛾, Charged fragments
Monitoring: β+ Activity
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The β+ activity emission shape is 
correlated with the dose distribution 
(ant to the Bragg Peak position). The 
β+ emits a positron that produce two 

(back-to-back) 511 keV photons 
during its annihilations.

z [cm]
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a.
u.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4
 + 2 min]

irr
Activity t=[0, t
Dose

FLUKA simulation. Proton 95 MeV beam

β+ produced in the dis-excitation 
of isotopos (C, O.. ) produced by 
the beam interaction with tissues. 

PET-𝛾

Charged 
fragments
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95 MeV proton beam (FLUKA)

73 MeV/u 12C ion beam (Testa et al.)

220 MeV/u 12C ion beam 
 (Piersanti, Mattei et al.)

Prompt-𝛾

lunghezza)di)penetrazione)
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Prompt-𝛾

lunghezza)di)penetrazione)

220 MeV/u 12C ion beam 
 (Piersanti, Mattei et al.)

Monitoring: β+ Activity
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The β+ activity emission shape is 
correlated with the dose distribution 
(ant to the Bragg Peak position). The 
β+ emits a positron that produce two 

(back-to-back) 511 keV photons 
during its annihilations.
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β+ produced in the dis-excitation 
of isotopos (C, O.. ) produced by 
the beam interaction with tissues. 

PET-𝛾

95 MeV proton beam (FLUKA)

Secondary Products: PET-𝛾, Prompt-𝛾, Charged fragments

Charged 
fragments

19

73 MeV/u 12C ion beam (Testa et al.)

ON - L
INE

β+ isotopes of short 
lifetime11C(~20min), 
15O(~2min),10C(~20s)

OFF - LINE

Low β+ activity, long 
acquisition time
Patient metabolic 
washout
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The Dose Profiler

For the inter-fractional beam range 
monitoring purpose, a new device has 

been developed: the Dose Profiler.
Clinical trial on patients @ CNAO 

started in 2019

20

PRIN MIUR 
2010

INFN RDH 
project

Centro Fermi 
project

INnovative Solutions for In-beam 
DosimEtry in Hadrontherapy  
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The Dose Profiler project
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Dose Profiler

Patient

Cart

The Dose Profiler is a tracker of secondary charged particles

Beam Line
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Detector Overview

22

❑ 8 planes each one composed of 2 orthogonally oriented layers 
of  plastic  scintillating  fibres  (squared  500  µm,  double 
cladding) are used to track the incoming particles

❑ 3072 SiPMs readout (1 mm2)
❑ Interface with the Dose Delivery system of CNAO

Example of fragment 
reconstruction inside 

the detector

20 cm

20 cm

14 cm
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Detector Overview

23

The DP is integrated within the INSIDE 
system @ CNAO with a PET device using a 
bi-modal approach: charged fragments 
detection  and ß+ activity map measurement 
for carbon ion and proton treatments 
monitoring, respectively.

DP is placed at 50 cm from the treatment 
room isocenter and at 60° wrt the beam 
direction.

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

doi: 10.3389/fphy.2020.578388
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Inter-fractional Monitoring
✤ Carbon ion treatments at CNAO typically lasts ~ 4 weeks
✤ A CT scan is performed and used as input for the treatment planning
✤ The 12C beam is delivered in 20-30 fractions
✤ The decision to perform a mid-treatment CT and eventually to re-plan the treatment is 

taken  only  accordingly  to  the  pathology  under  treatment  and  on  the  basis  of  the 
collected statistics of patients with similar pathologies

Example of 
morphological 

changing occurred 
during the treatment

Monitoring strategy: As the fragments production yield along the beam path 
depends on the density and the atomic mass of the crossed tissues, the dis-
homogeneities onset can be monitored comparing the reconstructed emission 
map of the fragments in different fractions of the treatment to help the decision 
on when a replanning CT is needed.

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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Clinical Trial: 8-12/2019@CNAO
✤ A clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03662373) is started at CNAO in 

August 2019 to evaluate the Dose Profiler capability and sensitivity in detecting 
morphological  changes  arising  in  pathologies  of  the  neck-head district.  At 
present, data on 10 patients have been collected.

The 1D inter-fractional monitoring results 
have been published  

Fischetti, M. et al., Sci Rep 10, 20735 (2020) 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-77843-z

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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3D Inter-fractional Monitoring
✤ Data on PZ4 are here shown: CT1 before 16 October; CT2 the 29 October
✤ The 3D map of emission points of detected fragments are reconstructed in each fraction
✤ The difference of  maps taken at  the  first  fraction and at  the  replanning-CT fraction is 

evaluated in terms of gamma-index (pass rate) map

PZ4 underwent the emptying of the frontal 
sinuses, as noticed by a mid-term CT (CT2). 

Such modification has been clearly 
identified by the gamma-index map.
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3D Inter-fractional Monitoring
✤ Data on PZ4 are here shown: CT1 before 16 October; CT2 the 29 October
✤ The 3D map of emission points of detected fragments are reconstructed in each fraction
✤ The difference of  maps taken at  the  first  fraction and at  the  replanning-CT fraction is 

evaluated in terms of gamma-index (pass rate) map

PZ4 underwent the emptying of the frontal 
sinuses, as noticed by a mid-term CT (CT2). 

Such modification has been clearly 
identified by the gamma-index map.
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For the first time ever, patients treated with 12C 
have been monitored and morphological 

changes occurred during the treatment have 
been identified. 

Another clinical trial campaign is  
going to start in 2022.



The PAPRICA project

29

For the beam range monitoring purpose, 
a new technique has been proposed 
within a young researcher grant: the 

PAPRICA (PAir PRoduction Imaging 
ChAmber) project.

The detector is under construction and will 
be tested in-beam in 2022.

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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The PAPRICA project

E� ⇠ Ee� + Ee+
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PAPRICA proposes a novel 3D prompt gamma 
imaging strategy, exploiting the pair production 
mechanism of prompt photons for range 
monitoring purpose.

✤Technique used by pair telescopes in astrophysics applications for cosmic 
photons imaging E > 30 MeV

✤Never explored in the lower PG energy range E ~ 2-10 MeV
✤Topological event signature: no n bkg
✤No collimation
✤Easy to 3D reconstruct the PG emission  

point
✤Potentially to be used both in proton  

and 12C PT
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CHAPTER 2. PROMPT !-RAY IMAGING WITH A COMPTON CAMERA - STATE OF THE ART
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where pZ is the projection of the initial momentum of the electron on the direction of scattering. This
effect is called Doppler broadening by the imaging scientific community, and Compton profile by physi-
cists. The study of Compton profiles in itself is of interest for the electronic structure of atoms, molecules
and solids.

The distribution of azimuthal scattering angles in photon interactions, and in particular in Compton
scattering, is modulated by polarisation. This property can be used to determine the photon degree and
angle of polarisation [Takeda2010]. Because of these polarisation effects, even for randomly polarised
photons, after two Compton scatterings there is a high probability that k0, k1 and k2 are coplanar, where
the ki are respectively the photon momentum before the first Compton scattering, after the first Compton
scattering and after the second Compton scattering [Wightman1948]. In other words, the distribution of the
azimuthal angle of k2 around the axis of k1 is maximal at 0° and minimal at 90°. This property can be used
in multiple scattering Compton Cameras to improve the reconstruction [Dogan1992].

2 Compton cameras

2.1 General principle

Compton cameras are electronically collimated emission photon imaging devices. They were designed
as alternatives to the classical gamma cameras to image photons with higher energies. Indeed, whereas
mechanical collimators are efficient only until a few hundreds keV, the useful range of Compton cameras
extends to a region from a few hundreds keV to beyond a few MeV where the most likely interaction process
is Compton scattering. Of course the energy range where Compton interaction dominates depends on the
material (see Fig. 2). Compton cameras also provide a larger efficiency, a larger field of view and the ability
to reconstruct 3D images without having to move the camera.

Figure 2: Regions of relative predominance of the three main forms of photon interaction with matter. The
left curve represents the region where the atomic attenuation coefficients for the photoelectric and Compton
effects are equal, the right curve is for the region where the atomic attenuation Compton coefficient equals
the atomic attenuation pair production coefficient [Podgorsak2003].

In general, a Compton camera consists of one scatter detector and one absorber detector [Phillips1995].
Photons scatter in the first detector and are absorbed in the second one. Provided that photons are totally
absorbed in the second detector or their incident energy is known, it is possible, from the measurement
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The PAPRICA detector
�
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‣ CONVERTER plane: LYSO fibers
high Zeff (66), fiber thickness 1.5 mm  
active medium (trigger and reco) 
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‣ TRACKER: MAPS ALPIDE* modules
low budget material  
intrinsic resolution < 10 µm

‣ CALORIMETER: plastic scintillator
2 matrices 8 x 8 pixels, 6 x 6 x 50 mm3 
low leptons backscattering  
same converter readout 
energy resolution < 3%

*ALICE@CERN
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The PAPRICA detector
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‣ CONVERTER plane: LYSO fibers
high Zeff (66), fiber thickness 1.5 mm  
active medium (trigger and reco) 

‣ TRACKER: MAPS ALPIDE* modules
low budget material  
intrinsic resolution < 10 µm

*ALICE@CERN
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‣ CALORIMETER: plastic scintillator
2 matrices 8 x 8 pixels, 6 x 6 x 50 mm3 
low leptons backscattering  
same converter readout 
energy resolution < 3%
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The PAPRICA detector
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‣ CONVERTER plane: LYSO fibers
high Zeff (66), fiber thickness 1.5 mm  
active medium (trigger and reco) 

‣ TRACKER: MAPS ALPIDE* modules
low budget material  
intrinsic resolution < 10 µm

*ALICE@CERN
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‣ CALORIMETER: plastic scintillator
4 matrices 8 x 8 pixels, 6 x 6 x 50 mm3 
low leptons backscattering  
same converter readout 
energy resolution < 3%

MAPM 
ASIC 32 channels 

FPGA
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Resolution Study (MC)
✤ The  detector  geometry  has  been  optimised  by  exploiting  MC  (FLUKA) 

simulations 
✤ In MC,  lepton pairs  are reconstructed as in a real  signal event  (energy loss, 

resolutions)
✤ Prompt  photons  directions  are  reconstructed  exploiting  the  pair  production 

kinematics and the emission points are obtained as the point of closest approach 
(POCA) between the photon and beam directions*

�

e+

e�

beam

DO
C

A

x

POCA

*Toppi, M. et al., Front. Phys. 9:568139 (2021) https://doi.org/10.3389/fphy.2021.568139
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Resolution Study (MC)
✤ A simulation of a 160 MeV proton beam impinging on a PMMA (C5O2H8) target 

has been performed

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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Resolution Study (MC)
✤ A simulation of a 160 MeV proton beam impinging on a PMMA (C5O2H8) target 

has been performed
✤ An unfolding procedure to retrieve the true emission position was needed due 

to a bias in the 1D reconstruction and a calibration to evaluate the Bragg peak 
position (i.e. the beam range) was applied to reconstructed data*

*Calvi, G. et al., IL NUOVO CIMENTO 44 C (2021) 147 https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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Resolution Study (MC)
✤ A simulation of a 160 MeV proton beam impinging on a PMMA (C5O2H8) target 

has been performed
✤ An unfolding procedure to retrieve the true emission position was needed due 

to a bias in the 1D reconstruction and a calibration to evaluate the Bragg peak 
position (i.e. the beam range) was applied to reconstructed data

✤ The accuracy achieved in the measurement of the 160 MeV proton Bragg peak 
position is approximately 4 mm*

*Calvi, G. et al., IL NUOVO CIMENTO 44 C (2021) 147 https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9

    Promising result!

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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3D Inter-fractional Monitoring (MC)
✤ A Monte Carlo study  has been performed on a patient of the clinical trial at 

CNAO, treated with protons and monitored with the INSIDE-PET system*. The 
patient  had  an  Adenoid  Cystic  Carcinoma,  where  morphological  changes 
occurred, spotted by the PET system and confirmed by the control CT. 

*Fiorina, E. et al., Frontiers in Physics 8 (2021) 578388 https://doi.org/10.3389/fphy.2020.578388

PZ6PZ6

Planning CT Control CT

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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3D Inter-fractional Monitoring (MC)
✤ PAPRICA has been simulated as 4 modules, to have a 1 sr detector
✤ 2 simulations (FLUKA) of the full treatment delivered on the planning and control CT 

FLUKA MC setup

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei



PZ6 underwent the emptying of the nasal 
cavity, as noticed by a mid-term CT (CT2). 

Such modification has been clearly 
identified by the gamma-index map.
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3D Inter-fractional Monitoring (MC)
✤ PAPRICA has been simulated as 4 modules, to have a 1 sr detector
✤ 2 simulations (FLUKA) of the full treatment delivered on the planning and control CT
✤ 2  maps  of  the  emission  points  of  prompt  photons  reconstructed  by  the  PAPRICA 

detectors have been obtained and the gamma-index map has been calculated

3D prompt gammas 

emission map

Planning CT CT1 CT2

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei



PZ6 underwent the emptying of the nasal 
cavity, as noticed by a mid-term CT (CT2). 

Such modification has been clearly 
identified by the gamma-index map.
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3D Inter-fractional Monitoring (MC)
✤ PAPRICA has been simulated as 4 modules, to have a 1 sr detector.
✤ 2 simulations (FLUKA) of the full treatment delivered on the planning and control CT
✤ 2  maps  of  the  emission  points  of  prompt  photons  reconstructed  by  the  PAPRICA 

detectors have been obtained and the gamma-index map has been calculated

3D prompt gammas 

emission map

Planning CT CT1 CT2

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei



PZ6 underwent the emptying of the nasal 
cavity, as noticed by a mid-term CT (CT2). 

Such modification has been clearly 
identified by the gamma-index map.
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3D Inter-fractional Monitoring (MC)
✤ PAPRICA has been simulated as 4 modules, to have a 1 sr detector
✤ 2 simulations (FLUKA) of the full treatment delivered on the planning and control CT
✤ 2  maps  of  the  emission  points  of  prompt  photons  reconstructed  by  the  PAPRICA 

detectors have been obtained and the gamma-index map has been calculated

3D prompt gammas 

emission map

Planning CT CT1 CT2A study on the parameter of the gamma index 
test is going, to optimise the PAPRICA sensitivity 

to spot 3D morphological changes. 

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

The detector is under construction 
and will be tested on beam in 2022.



   The Collaboration

The FOOT experiment
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The aim of the FOOT 
(FragmentatiOn Of Target) 
experiment* is to measure 
the nuclear fragmentation 
cross sections of interest in 

Particle Therapy and  
radioprotection in space.

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

*Battistoni, G. et al., Frontiers in Physics 8 (2021) 568242 https://doi.org/10.3389/fphy.2020.568242

https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9
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FOOT in Particle Therapy
Target Fragmentation in proton therapy:
❖ Fragments with low ranges (~μm)
❖ Dose deposition in beam entrance channel

Need of fragmentation cross sections 
to benchmark MC tools and to 

improve the nuclear interaction 
models adopted in the current 

treatment planning systems (TPS)

Projectile fragmentation in heavy ion 
therapy:
❖ Fragments with similar direction and 

velocity of primaries, but with lower mass
❖ Dose deposition beyond the Bragg peak

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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FOOT in Radioprotection in Space
Main radiation hazards in future long term and far 
from Earth space missions to Moon and Mars:
❖ Galactic cosmic radiations (E<1020 eV) and Solar 

particles events (E<105 eV)
❖ Particle species: H~85-90%, He~10-14%, Z>2~1%

Large discrepancies between transport 
codes, mainly for light fragments and 

neutrons

High contribution to the equivalent dose from:
❖ Primary light ions (mainly He) and fragments 

produced by primary high Z and Energy 
particles

❖ Secondary neutrons that can penetrate deeply

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

Slaba T. C. et al, Life Sciences in Space Research 12 (2017) 1–15  
doi:10.1016/j.lssr.2016.12.003 
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Measurement Strategy
Target material
❖ Body composition: 16O (61%), 12C (23%),  

H (10%)
❖ Difficulties with gaseous target of 16O and H
❖ Use of C, CH2 and PMMA targets 

Target fragmentation measurements
❖ Target fragments produced in proton 

therapy have ranges of ~ µm
❖ Technical difficulties for a direct detection
❖ Use of an inverse kinematic approach for 

the target fragmentation measurements

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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The Emulsion Spectrometer
The emulsion spectrometer is a compact 
detector realised with the technology 
adopted in the OPERA experiment.

Emulsion Cloud Chamber adopted 
to detect the fragments with  

Θ<70º and Z≤3

Detector composition:
❖ Vertexing region: identify the 

nuclear interaction vertices 
❖ Charge id. region
❖ Absorbing region: momentum 

and mass id. exploiting the track 
length and the Multiple Coulomb 
Scattering effect

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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The Emulsion Spectrometer

*Montesi, M.C. et al., Open physics 17 (2019) 1 https://doi.org/10.1515/phys-2019-0024

✤ Assessment of detector 
performances* 


✤ Data taking at GSI with 
16O @ 200-400 MeV/u on 
C and C2H4 (cross 
section evaluation 
ongoing)**

**Galati, G. et al., Open physics 19 (2021) 1 https://doi.org/10.1515/phys-2021-0032

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9
https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9
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The Electronic Spectrometer

Different electronic sub detectors adopted to detect the fragments with 
Θ<10º and Z≥3

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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The Electronic Spectrometer

Pre target region
❖ Plastic scintillator: trigger and Time of Flight (TOF)
❖ Drift chamber: beam direction and position*

SC

Drift Chamber

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

*Dong, Y. et al., NIM A 986 (2021) 164786 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2020.164756

https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9
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The Electronic Spectrometer

Tracking region
❖ Silicon pixel and strip detectors: particle momentum 

and track reconstruction
❖ Two permanent magnets in Halbach configuration: 

provide up to 1.4 T perpendicular to the beam axis

Vertex Detector

Inner Tracker

MSD

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei



*Galli, L. et al., NIM A 953 (2020) 163146 https://doi.org/ 10.1016/j.nima.2019.163146
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The Electronic Spectrometer

Downstream region
❖ Plastic scintillator bars: dE/dx and TOF *,**,***
❖ Calorimeter: kinetic energy 

Scintillator

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

***Kraan, A.C. et al., NIM A 1001 (2021) 165206 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2021.165206
**Morrocchi, M. et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 68 (2020) https://doi.org/10.1109/TNS.2020.3041433

https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9
https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9
https://doi.org/10.1393/ncc/i2021-21147-9
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The Electronic Spectrometer

❖ Charge id:   ;         

❖ Mass id: ;   ;   

β = L /(c ⋅ TOF) dE/dx ∼ z2 ⋅ f(β)

A1 =
1
u

P 1 − β2

β
A2 =

Ekin

u
⋅

1 + 1 + γ2β2

γ2β2
A3 =

E2
kin − P2

2Ekinu

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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Electronic setup data taking
Characterisation completed for almost all 
the detectors. 
 
First data taking at GSI with 16O  
@ 400 MeV/u on C
❖ Scintillators, drift chamber and vertex 

detector
❖ TOF and dE/dx —> Total cross section 

meas. 

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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Electronic setup data taking
Data taking at GSI with 16O @ 200-400 MeV/u on C and C2H4 
❖ Scintillators, drift chamber, tracking detectors and a calorimeter 

module + neutron detectors
❖ Data analysis just started

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei
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Electronic setup data taking
Data taking at GSI with 16O @ 200-400 MeV/u on C and C2H4 
❖ Scintillators, drift chamber, tracking detectors and a calorimeter 

module + neutron detectors
❖ Data analysis just started

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

The FOOT full detector will be ready at the 
beginning of 2022 and new data takings are 

foreseen at CNAO, GSI, HIT. 
An extension of the FOOT 

experiment to measure neutrons is 
under study.



Upcoming Activities

✤ FRIDA (Flash Radiotherapy with 
hIgh Dose-rate particle beAms): 
CALL CSN5 (INFN)

22-11-2021 Ilaria Mattei

✤ SHERPA (Scintillating HEterostructures for high Resolution fast PET 
imAging): PRIN2020, PI Angelo Monguzzi  
(Università degli Studi Milano Bicocca)
https://www.mur.gov.it/it/atti-e-normativa/
decreto-direttoriale-n-2435-del-20-10-2021



Grazie per l’attenzione

ilaria.mattei@mi.infn.it

mailto:ilaria.mattei@mi.infn.it


SPARES



Protons vs 12C
✤ Ionization density (LET)

For the beam delivery techniques: 
MS is exploited for PROTONS 
(passive) but NOT for heavier 
ions (fragmentation=>active)



RBE

RBE =
D�

Dch
|iso

✤ Survival Fraction

S =
Nsurv

Nseed
= e�(↵D+�D2)

✤ Relative Biological 
Effectiveness

cell membrane

mitochondrio

nucleus

cytoplasm

vacuoles

6 µm

100 100 µm 



Dose Monitoring: PET-𝛾Monitoring: β+ Activity

November, 17th 2014              -  Novel particle physics applications in medicine @INFN Roma -                             Michela Marafini  70

The β+ activity emission shape is correlated with the dose distribution (ant to 
the Bragg Peak position). The β+ emits a positron that produce two (back-to-

back) 511 keV photons during its annihilations.

(and to 
produces two (back-to-



Monitoring: Prompt ɣ

November, 17th 2014              -  Novel particle physics applications in medicine @INFN Roma -                             Michela Marafini  

Lyon, Delft, Seoul, IBA

71

Millimetric range-control at the 
pencil-beam scale for protons

Courtesy of D.Dauvergne PET symposium 2014

Knife-edge (Seoul, Delft, IBA)

Dose Monitoring: Prompt-𝛾

Difficult to stop and collimate 
prompt photons (large energy 
spectrum: 1-10MeV)
Huge neutron background
Abundant SecondariesMonitoring:

November, 17th 2014              -  Novel particle physics applications in medicine @INFN Roma -                             Michela Marafini  

G4

A.Ferrari and FLUKA collaboration 
(73 MeV/u C ion)

30

• multislit;!
• knife-edge;!
• Compton camera;

- There is a huge background due to neutrons 
& uncorrelated gamma produced by 
neutrons. This background is beam, energy 
and site specific;!

- It’s not simple back-pointing the γ direction: 
take profit by the SPECT technique… but the 
energy of these γ is in the 1-10 MeV range-> 
much more difficult to stop and collimate!!

R&D

lunghezza)di)penetrazione)

 Prompt ɣMonitoring:
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G4

A.Ferrari and FLUKA collaboration 
(73 MeV/u C ion)

30

• multislit;!
• knife-edge;!
• Compton camera;

- There is a huge background due to neutrons 
& uncorrelated gamma produced by 
neutrons. This background is beam, energy 
and site specific;!

- It’s not simple back-pointing the γ direction: 
take profit by the SPECT technique… but the 
energy of these γ is in the 1-10 MeV range-> 
much more difficult to stop and collimate!!

R&D

lunghezza)di)penetrazione)

 Prompt ɣ



Dose Monitoring: Prompt-𝛾Monitoring: Prompt ɣ

November, 17th 2014              -  Novel particle physics applications in medicine @INFN Roma -                             Michela Marafini  72

Compton Camera
• No collimation: potentially higher 

efficiency!
• Potentially better spatial resolution 

(< 1cm PSF)!
• If beam position known  simplified 

reconstruction!
• 3D-potential imaging (several 

cameras)

Courtesy of D.Dauvergne PET symposium 2014
Main issue: necessity to 
work at reduced intensity 
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Measured	emission	profile	(12C	@PMMA)

Charged secondary particles: protons, deuterons and tritons..

Charged secondary particles 
are mainly produced before 

the Bragg Peak. The emission 
shape can be correlated with 

the BP position.

Dose Monitoring: Charged Fragments
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Charged secondary particles: protons, deuterons and tritons..

Charged secondary particles 
are mainly produced before 

the Bragg Peak. The emission 
shape can be correlated with 

the BP position.

Dose Monitoring: Charged Fragments

- The detection efficiency is very high;
- Can be easily back-tracked to the emission point => the distribution 

of the emission points can be correlated to the beam profile;
- They are not so many;
- Energy threshold to escape ~ 50-100 MeV;
- They suffer multiple scattering inside the patient -> worsen the back-
pointing resolution;

FEATURES



Charged Fragments: Detection Angle

⇥beamcos�

�beam

✓
⇥beamcos�

sin�

The main contributions to the uncertainty of the emission point 
determination of secondary charged particles are:

✤ the Multiple Scattering inside the target (∝ √x, E-1)

✤ the statistics (∝ 𝛝)

✤ The DCH resolution (to the beam line)

COMPENSATION:
Low 𝛝 (high stat) 

  Large E => Low MS 
 Large x => Large MS

LOWERED AT 
LARGE 

ANGLES

✤ the beam spot dimension (~ 2 mm - 1.5 cm)



Charged Fragments: Detection Angle

⇥beamcos�

�beam

✓
⇥beamcos�

sin�

The main contributions to the uncertainty of the emission point 
determination of secondary charged particles are:

✤ the Multiple Scattering inside the target (∝ √x, E-1)

✤ the statistics (∝ 𝛝)

✤ The DCH resolution (to the beam line)

COMPENSATION:
Low 𝛝 (high stat) 

  Large E => Low MS 
 Large x => Large MS

LOWERED AT 
LARGE 

ANGLES

✤ the beam spot dimension (~ 2 mm - 1.5 cm)

In a treatment room, very often the positions 
at low 𝛝 are not available to a monitor 
device, in particular in the treatment 

configuration where the patient body is 
aligned with the beam axis.



The INSIDE Project
The project addresses the dose monitoring 

on line problem: two PET-heads to β+ 

activity measurements and a Dose Profiler 
for the reconstruction of the charged 

secondary particles emission distribution.

For the CNAO measurements we design a cart 
in order to hold up the detectors minimizing 

the interferences with therapy procedures



The INSIDE Project

✤ Detectors to measure the 511 keV photons in 
order to reconstruct the β+ activity map;

✤ Full in-beam PET system able to sustain 
annihilation, prompt photon and neutron rates 
during the beam irradiation (in-beam and inter-
spill); 

Total sensitive area of a 
module: 5 cm x 5 cm



The INSIDE Project

✤ Detectors to measure the 511 keV photons in 
order to reconstruct the β+ activity map;

✤ Full in-beam PET system able to sustain 
annihilation, prompt photon and neutron rates 
during the beam irradiation (in-beam and inter-
spill); 

✤ Two planar panels: 10 cm x 20 cm wide =>     
2 x 4 detection modules;
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=> 511 keV back-to-back 



The INSIDE Project

✤ Detectors to measure the 511 keV photons in 
order to reconstruct the β+ activity map;

✤ Two planar panels: 10 cm x 20 cm wide =>           
2 x 4 detection modules;

Each module is composed of a 
pixelated LYSO matrix 16 x 16 pixels, 
3 mm x 3 mm crystals (pitch 3.1mm);

LYSO matrix readout: array of SiPM 
(16x16 pixels) coupled one-to-one.

The INSIDE Project

�

�

=> 511 keV back-to-back 

The resolution of the two PET heads system in the 
β+ activity reconstruction map is expected to be 

between 1 and 2 mm (FWHM) in beam direction.



Gamma index analysis

First Map Second Map γ-index 2mm/3% 

D= dose (Dr of the reference map, De of the 
evaluation map)

r = position of the evaluated point (rr of the 
reference map, re of the evaluation map)

pass rate ≥ 92%
clinical 

acceptance

γ≤1 = test passed
γ>1 = test NOT passed


